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President Clinton asked ISecre-caL'Y shalala to release the 
fOllowing 
formation 

statement at: her pres5 C1cnferanc~ an.nouncing the 
of thc Nat1onc11 l'a::ok Force on AIDS Drug Development:

I " 
I 

I 
I 

I 
stat.ement. of Pr8si del"l.t Bill clinton 

i 

IIFinding effective i treatments for iUDS is Olle of our highest, 
nfltional pr.iorities," President: cl i nton ~(d d. 

lI'I'he Natir.mal Task: Force on AIDS Drug Developll\ent ,t"spresol"lts 
an unpre<:edented high-l~vel collaboration focused or! that iiinglQ 
goal." 

I
i 

n I ;1m espe,c.i ally heartened that leaders of the pharmat.J'-!utic:..al 
industry and the AIDS-affected community joine~ secretary Gh~lala 
to make t.he announcement. Their partloipntion und,e:t.·acore~ thE; 
:fa.ct that WI? must a] 1 work together to aChieve our gC)f.1l. II 
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il/3 0 JC,3, ':J? f~ 
To: List' . I 
~rom: David Kusnet 

I 

i 
Re: Draft for president'~ Remarks for World AIDS Day 

Here is the draft. ± am also circulating to HHS and the ~IDS 
Policy coordinator's off+ce. 

List: 

Bob Boorstin 
Keith Boykin 
David Dreyer 
Mark Gearan 
David Gergenv
Alexis Herman 
Carol Rasco 
George Stephanopoulos 

! 
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The pres~dent ot the united states 
; world AIDS Day 

Auditorium, pre-clinical Science Buildinq 
. Georqetown University Hospital 

:December 1, 1993 
. i .

[Acknowledgements: ~ather O'Donovan, pres~dent of Georgetown 
University; Dr. John Grififth, head of Georgetown Medical center; 
Kristine Gebbie, AIDS Policy Coordinator; others, to come] 

Today, on World AIDS,
1 

Day, we remember those we have lost. 

And we rededicate ourselvf!s to winning the fight against this 

dreaded and deadly diseas~. 


i 

Amidst all the human! tragedy, AIDS has brought out some of 

the best in the American spirit -- courage, compassion, and the 

spirit of community. : . 


. On Monday, I met with religious leaders who are responding 

to the AIDS crisis. They told me about people cared for and 

comforted; families recondiled and reunited; and differences 

accepted and even celebra~ed. 


i 
Bishop Fritz Mutti o~ Topeka, Kansas, has lost two gay sons 

to AIDS. He told how he an~ his wife have toiled against fear and 
loneliness to educate people about this disease. The Rev. Steve 
Pieters is living with AIDS. He said he stays alive through hope. 

1 

For me and for a growing number of Americans, the face of 

AIDS is no longer the face\of a stranger. It is the face of a 


-mother who must leave chi14ren before they grow up; loved ones 
who must say goodbye before they grow old together; an athlete 
who will leave the. world a i:little less graceful; and a child who 
will leave the world a lit~le less hopeful~

.1 

I
It is the face of the Ijournalist Jeffrey Schmalz, who died 

on November 6th of this yea;r. His article in last sunday's New 
York Times Maqazine challen\;Jed all· of us with these words: "l am 
dying. Why doesn't someone help us." 

- I 
I 
I 

Today, we honor those ¥ho are helping. We-honor the 
dedicated medical professio~als, here at Georgetown Hospital and 
at health care facilities throughout this country. We honor the 
volunteers providing hospic~ care. And we honor the teachers, 
business leaders, communitYlactivists, and government employees 
who are working every day to help people with AIDS. 

I 

The AIDS epidemi~· is art unprecedented health emergency -
and it requires urgent actidn. Our strategy against AIDS includes 
education and prevention, rgsearch,·andcare. And we are working 
and praying for a cure. \ .. 

I 
Education and prevention must be everyone's responsibility.

I 

i 

\ 



Our budget provides for a $45 million increase in funding for 
prevention programs. We are working wi:th communities to plan 
;:heir own efforts for prevention and public education. 

I have issued a directive requiring ev~ry federal office to 
provide its employees with education about AIDS prevention. We 
ask the three million federal employees to take this information 
home to their families and communities. And we ask every business 
in America to undertake similar education. 

We are increasing funding for AIDS research by 21% in this 
year's budget, including $1.3 billion for the National Institutes 
of Health. And we have called to action the greatest scientific 
minds of our country in the effort to find effective treatments 
and vaccines. Just yesterday, we announced the formation of· a 
National Task Force on AIDS Drug Development, bringing together 
people from government, business, medicine and AIDS-affected 
communities for the first time to streamline the drug·approval 
process. 

While we must emphasize education, prevention, and research 
to stop the disease from ever happening, we must not overlook the 
importance of competent and sensitive treatment for people who 
already live with HIV or AIDS. Over "200,000 Americans are living 
with AIDS, and at least another million are infected with HIV. To 
improve and expand treatment for those suffering from this 
disease, we have increased funding for the Ryan white CARE Act by 
$300 million over last year's budget. " " 

I know that many people with AIDS also live in fear of 
losing their health insurance. That's a fear that we can -- and 
must -- remove from their lives. Our health security plan will 
guarantee that no one with AIDS or HIV infection will be denied 
coverage due to a pre-existing condition or because they change
their job. . 

For all we have done and all that we "plan to do, we must do 
more. And government cannot do it alone. 

The theme of World AIDS Day is "Time to Act." Today, I ask 
every American to act, to educate our children, to insure that 
our schools and churches and temples are doing their part,. to 
replace ignorance and indifference with caring· and concern. 

AIDS is a terrifying disease. But it is a disease, like 
polio or smallpox, that we can defeat. And, as we fight the 
disease, we must. also fight the fear and prejudice that all too 
often accompanies the disease. "with commitment and courage and 
action, we can meet this challenge, not only on World AIDS day 
but every day, until humanity has prevailed. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 


WASHINGTON 


November 30, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR SEmOR ST 

FROM BIB 
,¥"\J"~.~~ POllCY COORDINATOR 

SUBJECT WORLD AIDS DAY RECEPTION 

On Wednesday, December 1, World AIDS Day, I will be ending the day with a reception for 
many of those in Washington, D.C. who are helping to fight this epidemic and have helped 
make this day a meaningful commemoration. 

If your schedule allows, I hope you will drop by. 

Wednesday, December 1, 1993 
The Indian Treaty Room 
7:00 PM 9:00 PM 

Hope to see you there. 



THE WHtTE HOUSE 


WASHINGTON 


TO: Hillary Rodham Clinton 

FROM: LC;O'i ~'-i~ 
SUBJ: Elizabeth Glaser/World AIDS Day 

DATE: November 23, 1993 

Attached is a copy of a fax I received from Elizabeth today 
regarding World AIDS Day. Because I will be out tomorrow morning 
through sunday evening I am passing this along to you, Ricki 
Seidman and Mark Gearanfor appropriate handling. I have called 
Elizabeth's home as that is the number she left when she called 
to tell my office the fax was on the way. She was not in, so in 
addition to thanking her, I simply told her I was passing along 
the information to the scheduling office and the speech writers 
who are working on next week's activity. 

I also want to share with you that in response to her SOS fax a 
few weeks ago to George which he passed along to me in which she 
was urging our recognition of World AIDS Day, I faxed her a long 
memo si~ce she was not available by phone telling her that we 
were definitely looking at appropriate activities for the 
recognition of the day, and also told her of my conversation in 
general with you relating to her concerns about our AIDS 
operations. I encouraged her to call me at anytime and to let me 
know the next time she would be in town as I would be happy to 
visit with her. I have tried to stay in contact with her every 
week or so by phone or fax since you last visited with me about 
her concerns. I did not know with this latest fax if there is an 
appropriate event or the desire to contact her to be here for 
anything next week... but again, because I will be gone through 
sunday I did not want to let. the issue drop entirely. 

Rosalyn and/or White House switchboard operators can reach me 
over the holiday period if there is anything we need to discuss. 
Thank you. 

cc: 	 Ricki Seidman 
Mark Gearan 
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Pediatric AIDS Foundation 
FAX TRANSMISSION ,I 

I 

TO; ell!4Lr f.t!?tlJ 
FAX.: Z~2 . 4~tl- .zg1S' 

PROM:.. e11"U w{k1 Gl44e:t:: 

DATE; , t?2 v14V 1~!2 ", 

NUMBER Of PAGES (INCLUDING THIS r AGE),....;:o....~__ 

co~:~____________________________ 

.------- ....--~.. 

December 1 is World AIDS Day -- the 
President must give a talk that is seen as a 
major address -- it doesn't have to be long
just powerful. There must be something -- a 
conference or forum in D.C. that he can go 
to. 

The world will be watching what we do. 
Every person infected with this virus or . 
helping in the fight can't wait any longer for 
his voice to be heard on this issue. 

IF THERE ARE ANY PROBLEMS, PLEASE CALL (310) 39s.9051. 

PAF'S FAX NUMBER IS (310) 395-5149. 

P6/b(6)
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Broad thoughts on the President's address for 
. World AIDS Day. 

I believe the President's speech must be a visionary' and 
impassioned address. The country is needing his moral 
leadership on AIDS. It has been a year and it must 
happen now. A photo op with someone who has AIDS is 
fine, but it just i&t! enough (Bush and Reagan both did 
photo ops -- so what - it made no difference.) We need a 
speech to all America saying 

1. It is our choice as a country how we fare in this war. 

AIDS is a preventable disease - but not ifwe are in denial. IF we 
don't face up it is our country's youth who will die -- just like in any 
other war. 

2. We need to educate those not infected to be sure that everyone, 
espech,ny our youth, know how this virus is transmitted, and the 
dangers of not paying 4lttention. 

3. We need to let those infected know that American communities 
want to help them, not pu.sh them away. Take my word for it- 
many thousands of people who have I-IIV are still living in fear and 
secrecy afraid for friends, family and workers to know becaU5e they 
are afraid of being rejected, losing their job, apartment or insurance. 
At the Pediatric AIDS Foundation we get calls from hundreds of 
infected families around the country -- they are almost all in 
"hiding". 

4. Support can only happen with a letting go Of fear and that comes 
through education. (You talked about the politics of fear in regards 
to NAFTA -- well it is the same enemy here.) 

50 We decide what kind of a people - what kind of a country we 
want to be. This war against AIDS has taken more lives than aU 
previous wars put together. 

6. In productive years lost, by 1995 AIDS will account for more 
years of productive lives lost before the age of 65 than all forms of 
cancel' combined. 

7. The government is finally doing what it must -- now, all parts, of 
all communities in America must do their part. 

CO-I'OlJNOtJ~~,' Susan llnLaunmtl;/F.liZlOlt".tnCl~''i1r ;'S'\s;lf' Z""9"n 

1311 tOi!.'!'.ld() ,Il.v~nu.;, SaMll MOllit!!. CalifQrn13 90404 


TtL. ;.}1!)) 39~; 90S 1 FA)(; (3101 39S,5i49 
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8. I have a challenge for our country - for our people, for our 
governors. We have already begun on the federalleve1 to 
implement these challenges. 

In the next year let each community make certain there is AIDS 
education and policies in ~ school, in ~workplace, in ~ 
religious and ethnic community. 

Then each town, each village, each city can know they have reached 
out to be sure the AIDS epidemic is halted - and each coaununity 
can send a message to those already infected that they want to help 
~. but they cantt if people are in hiding. 

We must come together -- we must join hands - we must offer a 
greater feunlly of support -- and then each individual in each 
community can be proud of who they are. 

And let us know what happens in your town so that next year on 
World AIDS Day I can report back to you, and let you know that 
action was taken from all corners of America. 

Just some thoughts - I hope they are helpful. 



OFFICE OF DOMESTIC POLICY 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

FROM THE OFFICE OF: CAROL H. RASCO 
ASSIST~ TO THE PRESIDENT 

6'
\.// ,,' '. '" J} FOR DOMESTIC POLICY 

To:J':dChL J&.?[~~i________ 

DRAFT RESPONSE FOR CHR BY: ________________________ 
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PLEASE ADVISE BY: _________________________________ 

LET'S OISCUSS: ___________________________________ 
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THE NEW YORK HOSPITAL-CORNELL MEDICAL CENTER 
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UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF. MEDICINE FAX 212-746-8670 

NOV 1 9 REC~n 

November 15, 1993 

Ms. Carol Rasco 
The White House 
1600 pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Carol: 

I simply cannot overstate the importance of President Clinton 
soon giving. a major address on· the AIDS e.pidemic. Not onl:y is h-is 
credibility very much on the line, but that of Kristine Gebbie's is· 
'as well. (~wor·l'd"iS:':A[;DSc')DaY'l~~'December l", should be the date. 

As you know, this was the first of the two recommendations in 
the National 'Commission on AIDS's' september, 1993 final report. I 
know this is a tough time, put a huge number of his loyal 
sl.J.pporters are praying for thi.s I and time is running out. 

His moral leadership got him elected. He has been 
demonstrating it on a number qf fronts. .Now convince him to give 
it the shot on 1,.IDs--the plague of our'times. 

Sinc~relYI 

YdJv</i~' ~ 
David E. Rogers, M.D. 
Vice Chairman 

.' .National Commission on AIDS 
1989-1993 

DER/mg 

cc: K. Gebbie 
D. Shalala 
P. Lee 
E. Glaser 



THE WHITE HOUSE 


WASHINGTON 


November 10, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR ROSALYN MILLER 
. DOMESTIC POlley COUNCIL 

FROM 	 JOHN PAUL GURROLA 
OFFICE OF TIlE NATIO AIDS POllCY COORDINATOR 

SUBJECT 

Thanks for your help concerning this matter. 

There are a total of five memos included in this package. Attached to this memo is the 
memo for Carol Rascoe. This memo outlines all of the events for POTUS, FLOTUS, VP 
and Mrs. Gore. This memo is for, Carol's review and approval of the participation 
requested. 

If she approves the recommended participation as outlined in the memo to her, the other 
memo packets need only to be dropped in the mail. They are essentially the same as Carol's 
memo, but they are tailored to each scheduler respectively. 

If Carol does not approve the recommended participation, then please give me a call so that 
we can discuss what needs to happen next. 

Kristine has expressed her concern that these memos reach their respective schedulers ASAP. 

I hope this clear, if not, please feel free to give me a call at 632-1090. 

Thanks again. 



ATTACHMENT 1. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED 

ADMINISTRATION OBSERVANCE Of WORLD AIDS DAY 1994 


Five cross-cutting events are planned or proposed to highlight the Administration's 
commitment to the 1994 World AIDS Day theme of A Time to Act. They will be 
complemented by more personal actions by Administration principals and Cabinet 
officials. 	 . 

Events already planned include: 

• 	 a five-agency event having workplace education at its core which will take 
place at the Departments of Justice, Labor, and Health and Human Services; at 
the Small Business Administration; and in the Rayburn House Office Building. 

• 	 displays of the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt at all sites listed above, 
as well as the White House, Vice President's Residence, State Department, 
Department of Commerce, and other venues. 

• 	 issuance of a Presidential Proclamation urging all Americans to observe World 
AIDS Day. 

• 	 briefly darken the White House on the evening of December 1st as requested by 
the American Association for World Health. 

Events proposed, and for which White House approval is sought at the earliest 
possible date, include: 

• 	 a late afternoon reception in the East Room for the purpose of issuing a 
Presidential Proclamation (with attendance by the Clintons and the Gores) on 
November 30th to kick off the next day's events, and to honor those 
participating in them, and 

• 	 darkening of all monuments on the Mall for x minutes in conjunction with the 
already agreed-to darkening of the White House. 

The events above are reinforced by recommendations for additional action by the 
President, the Vice President, the First Lady, Mrs. Gore, and the National AIDS 
Policy Coordinator. These are outlined on the next two pages, and detailed in an 
attachment to this document. Additionally, the Office of the National AIDS Policy 
Coordinator has developed, and is prepared to forward to the relevant departments or 
agencies, recommendations for action which each Cabinet Secretary may want to 
undertake on World AIDS Day. 



ATTACHMENT 2. WORLD AIDS DAY PROPOSALS FOR. 
ADl\flNISTRATION PRINCIPALS 

President Clinton 

11/27 	 Weekly Radio Address 

11130 	 Appearance and issuance of proclamation; brief remarks at East Room 
Reception for national AIDSIHIV leaders, Cabinet Secretaries, others 
(photo op requested for Mary Chapin Carpenter and other C&W stars 
participating in multi-agency event on 12/01) 

12/01 late morning: speech in DC (venue TBD) 
afternoon: visit personls with AIDS at home or in clinic setting 

in Philadelphia 

Vice President Gore 

11130 Appearance; brief remarks at East Room reception 

12/01 Visits with patients and researchers at Howard University AIDS Clinical 
Trials Unit and at National Institutes of Health 

Mrs. Clinton 

11/30 Appearance; brief remarks at East Room reception 

12/01 Breakfast for national religious leaders 

Mrs. Gore 

11/30 	 Appearance; brief remarks at East Room reception 

12/01 	 Opening remarks at WorldAIDS Day event at Small' Business 
Administration 


Reception at Vice President's Residence for "long term survivors" 




Kristine Gebbie 

11/30 Appearance; brief remarks at East Room reception 

11130 Larry King Live, ABC Nightline, or some other evening/late night news 
program 

. 12/01 Today Show, Good Morning America, or CBS ·Morning News 

First Lady's Breakfast with Religious Leaders 

Introduce President at DC speech 

Appearance at one site of multi-agency event 

Travel with President to visit person/s with AIDS 

Attend evening prayer service at Washington National Cathedral 

NOTE: See following page· for background and rationale on recommendations. 



Background and Rationale for Activities for Administration Principals 

• The President should make a morning speech in the D.C. area -- preferably on 
a college campus - which emphasizes his commitment to acting to stop the 
epidemic and ensuring care for those already ill. This will be his tirst address 
on mvIAIDS since taking office, and many in the activist commuDity think 
it is already overdue. . ' 

• The President should act in service to a person with AIDS by visiting an adult 
AIDS patient in his home. We suggest Philadelphia as a site for this visit. We 
have done some preliminary advance work, and this office would make the 
appropriate final arrangements in conjunction with the President's Scheduling 
and Advance office. This reinforces the World AIDS Day theme, and 
communicates that people have nothing to fear from casual contact. 

• . The Vice President should visit Howard University's AIDS Clinical Trials Unit 
and the clinical care unit on the campus of the National Institutes of Health in 
Bethesda. He would see both pediatric and adult patients at both sites, with all 
(or the vast majority) of those at Howard being people of color. This 
reinforces the need to stay focused on treatment and a cure. 

• The First Lady should host a breakfast or luncheon at the White House for 
national religious leaders. We have discussed this possibility with 
representatives of the National Council of Churches and the AIDS National 
Interfaith Network. .Both organizations are enthusiastic about helping to make 
this happen. This provides an opportunity to salute the meaningful work of 
faith communities to date, and to challenge those who aren't yet doing 
much to get on board. 

• Mrs. Gore should host a luncheon or an early afternoon reception at' the Vice 
President's Residence for long-term (e.g., five years post diagnosis) survivors 
of AIDS. This provides an opportunity to emphasize that many people 
have full and productive lives long after diagnosis - a sign of hope when 
we're a little bit short on it. Given her expressed interest in the issue, it is 
also recommended that Mrs. Gore participate in the First Lady's event and join 
the multi-agency "road show" for the stop at the Small Business Administration. 



ATrACHMENT 3. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CABINET :MEMBER/AGENCY HEAD/ 


KEY PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICIALS ACTIVITIES ON WORLD AIDS DAY 


AGRICULTURE 
• 	 The Secretary should take part in an HIV prevention/education program 


through a USDA extension program. 


COMMERCE 
• 	 The Secretary should participate in the planned CDC-sponsored Business 


Responds to AIDS breakfast event in Boston for key business leaders from 

throughout New England. 


DEFENSE 
• 	 The Secretary should visit DoD patients with AIDS at Wilford-Hall Air Force 

Medical Center in San Antonio (preferred location) or at Walter Reed Army 
Hospital if he cannot travel that day. 

EDUCATION 
• 	 The Secretary should, accompanied by HIV + students and/or their friends, 

visit a public school (preferably in Iowa or elsewhere in the heartland) that has 
openly accommodated/accepted a student or student with HIV/AIDS. 
Alternatively, Secretary Riley might wish to visit a school with a successful 
peer education program, where teens are helping other teens stay healthy and 
uninfected; or join Dr. Elders for her school event (see below). 

ENERGY 
• 	 The Secretary should visit either Oak Ridge or Bonneville facilities -- each with 

a workforce in the thousands -- to initiate HIV / AIDS workplace education. 

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
• 	 The Secretary of Health and Human Services will perform volunteer service at 

a DC AIDS service organization in the morning, and will deliver an AIDS 
speech at the Mayo Clinic in the afternoon. 

• 	 The Surgeon General will perform volunteer service at a DC AIDS service 
organization in the morning, and will participate in the multi-agency event. She 
will also visit a junior high or high school to lead 'a prevention/education 
program for teenagers. 

• 	 The Assistant Secretary for Health should lead HHS observances of World 

AIDS Day planned as part of the multi-agency observance. 




HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPl\1ENT 
• 	 The Secretary of should visit a project funded by the Housing Opportunities for .. 

Persons with AIDS Program (HOPW A). 

INTERIOR 
• 	 The Secretary should visit a Reservation (with·a representative of the Indian. 

Health Service) to call attention to the growing epidemic among Native 
Americans. 

JUSTICE 
• 	 Attorney General Reno will kickoff the multi-agency observance at 8:30 ~.m., 

which will be available for satellite downlinks. 

LABOR 
• 	 The Secretary should meet with Federal employees' unions to announce· their 

endorsement of and participation in implementing the Presidential Directive on 
HIVIAIDS education in the workplace, and to salute the leadership of organized 
labor in responding to AIDS at work. 

STATE 
• 	 The Secretary should hold a reception for the diplomatic corps at which the 

World AIDS Day observances around the world could be highlighted, and the 
global consequences of the epidemic upheld. 

TRANSPORTATION 
• 	 The Secretary should hold· a press conference with representatives of local 


transit authorities that are successfully using Federally-developed HIV IAIDS 

public service advertisements, buscards, etc. and encourage others to do 

likewise. 


TREASURY 
• 	 The Secretary should make an address on the positive economic implications of 

health care reform for individuals with HIV and AIDS, and the cost to them 
and the nation of failure to enact reform. 

VETERANS AFFAIRS 
• 	 The Secretary should visit patients with AIDS (preferably those in research 


protocols) in a V.A. Hospital. 




November 10, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR ROY NEAL 
TONY WILSON 
PATTI SOllS 
CINDY GIRE 

FROM JOHN PA~ GURROLA 
OFFICE OF THE NATIONAL AIDS POllCY COORDINATOR 

SUBJECT WORLD AIDS DAY MEMOS 

Attached, please fmd memos outlining our recommendations for participation by POTUS, 

FLOTUS, VP, and Mrs. Gore for World AIDS Day 1993 on December 1, 1993. 


If you have any questions concerning these recommendations, please feel free to contact the 

following folks: 


Kristine Gebbie - 202/632-1090 

Warren (Buck) Buckingham 202/632-1090 

John Paul Gurrola 202/632-1090 

Iris Gelberg 202/690-6248 

Thank you for assistance with this matter. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 


WASHINGTON 


~-'Rlr.'f.i'f1lO·nal AIDS Policy Coordinator 

SUBJECT: 

I. 	 EVENT: World AIDS Day 1993 falls on Wednesday, December 1st. We have 
forwarded to the appropriate scheduling offices the attached requests for the 
President, the Vice President, Mrs. Clinton and Mrs. Gore. The final 
attachment lists possible activities which Cabinet Secretaries may wish to 
undertake, and we are prepared to forward them to the appropriate department 
with your approval. 

II. 	 BACKGROUND: The previous two administrations limited White House 
participation in World AIDS Day to lowering the lights and placing candles .in 
the windows of the residence. I strongly believe that this Administration can 
and must do more. Many of the proposed activities can directly reinforce the 
Presidential Directive on mv workplace education and/or can be used as 
opportunities to promote health care reform. 

III. 	 RECOMMENDATION: I request and recommend that you lend your full 
support to the proposed activities outlined in the attached documents. If there 
are additional suggestions you have for observing World AIDS Day, I would be 
happy to discuss them with you. 

IV. 

,;-__Approve __Approve as amended __Reject 
--~ 

No action 
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COMMENTS: ________________________________________________________ 

If yo pawe_ any problems with the fax transmission, please call 
~ at (202)456-2216. , 

The document accompanying this facsimile transmittal shee~ is 
intended only for the use of the individual or entity to whom it 
is addressed. This message contains information which may be 
privileged, confidential or exempt from disclosure under 
applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the 
intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any disclosure. dissemination, copying or 
distribution. or the taking of any action in reliance on the 
contents of this communication is strictly prohibited. 


